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Abstract
The visualization of cities in real time has a lot of potential applications,
from urban and emergency planning, to driving simulators and entertain-
ment. The massive amount of data and the computational requirements
needed to render an entire city in detail are the reason why a lot of tech-
niques have been proposed in this field. Procedural city generation, building
simplification and visibility processing are some of the approaches used to
solve a small subset of the problems that these applications need to face. Our
work proposes a new city rendering algorithm that is a radically different ap-
proach to what has been done before in this field. The proposed technique is
based on a structuration of the city data in a regular grid which is traversed,
at runtime, by a ray tracing algorithm that keeps track of visible parts of the
scene.
As a preprocess, a set of quads defining the buildings of a city is transformed
to the regular grid used by our algorithm. The rendering algorithm uses this
data to generate a real time representation of the city minimizing the over-
draw, a common problem in other techniques. This is done by means of a
geometry shader to generate only the minimum number of fragments needed
to render the city from a given position.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Although nowadays real time city visualization has become commonplace in
services such as Google Earth or Microsoft Virtual Earth, it has always been
a challenging task. The challenges range from data acquisition, how can we
find the data needed to render a city, to the real time rendering of such big
models. In addition, the structure of cities introduces additional difficulties
as the volume of visible data can change drastically between densely occluded
(e.g. a first person view of someone walking) and a panoramic view where a
big number of geometric primitives are visible.
Although realistic real time rendering of urban environments has applica-
tions in architectural design, urban planning, emergency planning, driving
simulators, entertainment, etc., it is the success of the web-based 3D map
browsers that is renewing the interest in the technology needed to render
high quality 3D representations of cities.
There are two classic usage scenarios of urban rendering, fly-overs and walk-
throughs, each one presenting its own set of problems. In a fly-over, a large
number of far away buildings is visible, making it impossible, and sometimes
unnecessary, to represent all the details found in the buildings. Walkthroughs
present almost the reverse scenario. A small subset of buildings is visible and
a lot of detail is required to maintain visual fidelity. This is why most tech-
niques focus only on one usage.
Recent advances in city acquisition and modeling such as specialized 3D
scanning[TAB+03, FJZ05, CCVG06], assisted reconstruction from photos
and video streams[PVGV+04], or the work done on parametric reconstruction
[PM01, MWH+06a] has lead to an increased availability of highly detailed
urban models.
Urban scenery is usually big with very-rich small-scale visual details. Al-
though each component, being a single building or a small group of them, is
represented with a relatively small number of polygons, it has a lot of color
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information, typically one photograph for each facade. Multi-resolution tex-
turing and geometric levels of detail (LODs) provide an acceptable solution
for objects near the viewer but don’t provide a good view of distant objects as
traditional simplification techniques typically perform poorly on dense collec-
tions of small connected components. There are a large number of techniques
trying to overcome this problems by means of feature-preserving simplifica-
tion, image-based approximations of distant objects or GPU-friendly data
representations of the city models. All these techniques rely however, on
rendering the full geometry near the observer.
In an urban walkthrough application visibility computations are required to
reduce the number of buildings rendered and minimize the effect of overdraw
(when something is rendered but hidden by another primitive afterwards).
What these visibility computations do is to compute the set of visible objects
from a given position. This information is obtained usually as a preprocess
and used during rendering. Although this greatly reduces the amount of
work the GPU has to do, this processes only discard buildings that are fully
occluded. Overdraw still happens as partially visible buildings still need to
be rendered.
Our work is focused in producing an algorithm to efficiently render a city
from a street-level view, completely removing the overdraw through a GPU-
based algorithm.
The main goal of this thesis is to propose and evaluate a new approach
for real-time city visualization. Our work is focused in developing an algo-
rithm capable of being efficient in urban walkthroughs by means of trying
to solve the overdraw problem. In order to do so, we base our work on a
game-rendering algorithm used in the beginning of the 90s, when dedicated
graphical hardware was inexistent, but extended far beyond its possibilities
for urban landscapes. In it, instead of rasterizing true 3d polygons, a new
and more clever approach was used to generate a 3D view from a 2D map
using vertical scanlines. You can find a description of this algorithm with
more detail in section 3.1.
This document is structured as follows. In chapter 2 the main work done in
the field is detailed classified by the problem they are trying to solve. This
review will give an idea of how much a radical approach our proposal is. In
chapter 3 a description of the original algorithm and an overview of our own
work is given. In the following chapter 4 a more detailed description of our
work is done. This includes descriptions about how the data is processed.
how it is stored, how it is used and a description of who-does-what in the
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shader pipeline. In chapter 5 results of our implementation are detailed in-
cluding work left to be done. In chapter 6 we list possible modifications of
our proposal and how it can be expanded .
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Chapter 2
Previous work
Real time city visualization is an important topic and as such it has a lot
of areas of interest, for instance, visualization of 3D urban models can be
used by urban planners, architects, in the film and videogames industry and
emergency simulations, among others. There are two main problems found
when we want to visualize a city, each one with its own subset of problems.
The first big problem is the data needed to render the city. The second
one is how to efficiently render this data. The largeness of the geometric
models that must be visualized in realtime is a major challenge in current
visualization research.
The reader should take into account that the methods used to solve these
problems are beyond the scope of this work. We present here just a subset
of them grouped by the problem they are trying to solve.
2.1 Urban data sets
Mapping data is expensive to create and maintain so high-quality informa-
tion is usually licensed, for example urban cadastral data is available from
many local city councils.
If real data is not needed, creating a large urban environment is a time-
consuming and expensive process involving the modeling of vast amounts of
buildings.
These two facts have derived in the prominent use of procedural data, which
is data generated with as least human intervention as possible. Numerous
articles are centered around this topic.
Parish and Mu¨ller proposed in 2001 a system called CityEngine[PM01] that
uses a two-level hierarchy of rules to generate street patterns and build-
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ings. The generation algorithms are inspired from the modeling of natural
phenomena with string grammars[PL90] and are used to construct road net-
works and realistic and detailed building models. Although this system does
not support the generation of buildings in real-time, the generated building
is exported in a known format. A similar method is used by Yap et al. The
method described in The Other Manhattan Project [YBH+02] generates cities
based on a top-down propagation of statistical parameters, such as popula-
tion density, average income or land use, that are encoded in a map. The
city is divided in city blocks, each city block is randomly subdivided into
individual lots and each one of them are given parameters of height, age, ar-
chitectural style, etc. This propagation is refined using rules for prohibiting
or enhancing certain values to create look-alikes of a city (see figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: The Other Manhattan Project
More recent work was done by Greuter et al.[GPSL03] in 2001. In this
paper, geometrically varied buildings are generated on the fly, as they are
encountered by the user, using a pseudo random number generator that de-
termines which kind of building is rendered. The varied building geometries
are extruded from a set of floor plans created by combining randomly gener-
ated polygons. Although this method correctly creates a believable city (see
figure 2.2), it has a big problem: it doesn’t take into account the occlusion
occurring between buildings and it only creates skyscraper-like buildings sur-
rounded by grid-like streets. This problem is a direct result of their use of
a 2D grid to represent the terrain and comes from the fact that they pro-
cedurally generate buildings for every square cell on the grid if it is inside
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the viewing frustum without taking into account that it might not be visible
because other buildings are occluding it.
Figure 2.2: Pseudo infinite cities by Greuter et al.
Mu¨ller et al. described in 2006[MWH+06b] a specific grammar to character-
ize building structures. To demonstrate how it worked, the archaeological
site of Pompeii was virtually rebuild based on real building footprints (see
figure 2.3). One of its main contributions was the procedural modeling of
building shells to obtain a large scale city. Its shape grammar, called CGA
shape, iteratively evolves a design creating first a crude model of a building,
then structuring the facade and finally adding details and ornaments.
Figure 2.3: Reconstruction of some of the buildings in Pompeii
A system called Citygen was proposed by Kelly et al.[KM07] in 2007 address-
ing the same problem. This system generates the road networks that form
the structure of cities, map them to any supplied terrain model and extracts
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the building footprints from the resulting model. The buildings can then
be inserted procedurally or by hand. One of the main points of this system
is that it provides an interface allowing the user to control the procedural
generation and updates the results in real time, facilitating an interactive
design process.
2.2 Real time rendering approaches
The data needed to render a city in real time is usually much larger than
what would fit in memory, so a way of optimizing computational resources
is needed. This problem is usually addressed in one of three ways:
• Visibility sampling: This solution is based in the observation that
usually the nearest buildings occlude the far ones making the second
ones invisible.
• Level of detail: Due to the perspective projection the screen footprint
of the far buildings is small compared with the near ones. The same
level of detail isn’t needed. Lower geometric models or lower texture
resolutions can be used on these far buildings without sacrificing the
overall image quality.
• Image-based techniques: Following the same idea, the far away
buildings can be replaced with textured polygons to reduce their mem-
ory usage.
We organize the most important research in the area following these three
approaches, and also briefly describe techniques using other approaches.
2.2.1 Visibility sampling
In 2000 Wonka et al.[WWS00] presented an algorithm for occlusion culling
from regions of space. What the algorithm does is to compute the set of
potentially visible objects for a given region of space, called view cell, in a
preprocessing step. During the rendering, the only objects rendered are the
ones visible from the viewer’s view cell.
Bittner et al.[BWW01] described in 2001 an algorithm for visibility pre-
processing of urban environments. The algorithm exhibits output sensitive
behavior and it is useful for large scenes and large view cells. Although this
method is also a conservative approach, it finds a smaller potentially visible
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set than the previous algorithm[WWS00] while being faster. It mainly op-
erates on a 2D projection of the scene while only considering the heights of
scene entities when needed.
Wonka presented in 2006 an article[WWZ+06] addressing the problem of
computing the visible triangles from a region in space. Although the algo-
rithm described is not used exclusively in city rendering, it can be used to
effectively cull the buildings that cannot be seen from a given point.
2.2.2 Level Of Detail techniques
In 2001 Willmott et al.[WWAD01] described an approach to combine both
new and existing techniques for rendering large and complex urban environ-
ments. They combined a scenegraph data structure with the occluder shadow
culling technique by Wonka and Schmalstieg[WS99], a view-dependant level
of detail algorithm used while rendering the landscape called ROAM [DWS+97]
and a LOD technique developed by them especially for houses, that involves
turning off the rendering of the geometry attached to building’s walls. The
occluder shadow technique is an image based culling algorithm that rapidly
culls the parts of the scene obscured by large objects allowing only to render
those parts visible to the viewer (see figure 2.4). They also describe a new
technique to reduce the popping occurred when switching different levels of
detail consisting in popping the geometry behind the plane of the wall and
translating it forward as the viewer approaches (see figure 2.5). This wall
has a texture map applied that represents any missing external geometry.
Figure 2.4: Occluder shadow. A and B are not visible from V when F is
rendered
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Figure 2.5: Geometry popping reduction. The geometry is translated forward
as the viewer approaches to reduce geometry popping.
Thiemann described in 2002[Thi02] a method to transform a complex build-
ing shape into Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) segmenting it into its
relevant parts, dividing it into main body and features, and then simplifying
the resulting CSG-tree. To transition between levels, only the differences
between adjacent levels are stored. Using this data the models can be calcu-
lated by sequentially adding and deleting details.
In 2005 Anders[hA05] proposed a method that focused on creating level of
detail meshes for a group of buildings instead of simplifying them individu-
ally as how it was mainly done before. His work focused on the typification
process, replacing a number of objects, in this case buildings, by a smaller
number of new objects while ensuring that the typical spatial structure of
the objects is preserved. This is done by means of aggregating linear building
groups and simplifying them applying the following approach:
1. Create the orthogonal projection along length (OPL), width (OPW)
and height (OPH) of the building group (see figure 2.6(a)).
2. Simplify the three projections (see figure 2.6(c)).
3. Extrude OPL along width, OPW along length and OPH along height
(see figure 2.6(d)).
4. The simplified 3D building group is computed by the intersection of
the extruded geometries (see figure 2.6(e)).
2.2.3 Image-based approaches
In 1997 appeared the idea of textured depth meshes (TDM)[DSV97, SDB97]
consisting in triangulating a rendered image with respect to the Z-buffer
providing a good parallax effect. Planar image regions are represented using
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(a) Length, width and height orthogonal projections of the linear building group
(b) Original linear building group (c) Simplified projections
(d) Extruded projections (e) Resulting linear building group
Figure 2.6: Example of a level of detail algorithm. Orthogonal projections
of the building group are created and simplified. The simplified 3D building
group is computed by the intersection of the extruded geometries.
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individual textured polygons while in non-planar regions a tradeoff between
approximation accuracy and mesh complexity must be found (see figure 2.7).
This methods however suffer from disocclusion artifacts caused by meshes
that cover geometry not represented in the TDM. Decoret[DSSD99], Jeschke
et al.[JW02] and Wilson and Manocha[WM03] proposed different approaches
to solve this problem.
Figure 2.7: Textured Depth Mesh
Another interesting idea proposed by Shade et al.[SGHS98] are the layered
depth images containing per-pixel depth information for displaying images
for new viewpoints. This per-pixel depth information allows an accurate
reproduction of parallax effects and makes it possible to correctly resolve
visibility. However, disocclusion artifacts can happen. Rafferty[RAL98] and
Mark[MMB97] proposed a method to use multiple images to reduce these ar-
tifacts. To adapt its resolution to different output image resolutions, Chang
presented the layered depth images tree[CBL99] where an octree-like data
structure is used to store them.
Wimmer et al. [WWS01] introduced the point-based impostors providing
a high-quality anti-aliased impostor. This method obtains a set of points
by ray casting from three viewpoints and removing redundant samples while
trying to make sure that no holes become visible. This method uses Mon-
teCarlo ray tracing to compute the appearance at each point and encode
it into a texture. This results in relatively high preprocessing times and a
high-quality impostor that may stand out if the rest of the scene is rendered
using traditional OpenGL rendering.
Andu´jar et al. proposed in 2008[ADB08] a rendering system for interactive,
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high-quality visualization of large scale urban models through a hierarchi-
cal collection of properly-oriented relief-mapped polygons [ABB+07] using a
quadtree. It’s main contribution is the selection algorithm that optimizes
the sampling density and the coverage of the relief maps. However, this
approach has to resort to full geometry for walkthroughs or short distances.
2.2.4 Other approaches
In 2007, Cignoni et al.[CDBG+07] introduced a novel discrete representa-
tion called BlockMap. It stores all the data required to represent a group
of textured, grid-aligned, vertical prisms in a rectangular portion of texture
memory containing height and roof/ground texture information. A column
of texture data and a normal is stored for all the texels corresponding to vis-
ible building walls (see figure 2.8). This data representation is optimized for
being efficiently accessed at rendering time by a GPU-based ray casting al-
gorithm. BlockMaps can be embeded into a multiresolution hierarchy based
on a quadtree of finer and finer BlockMap representations. BlockMaps are
constructed for all the nodes in the hierarchy from the root node until either
when the representation becomes too crude or the cost of storing/rendering
the original texture becomes competitive with the cost of the BlockMap repre-
sentation. This technique is only suitable for distant representations of cities.
This technique was later revisited in 2009[DBCG+09] to support sloped sur-
faces.
Figure 2.8: BlockMap data. In the upper part a 256x32 texture coding a
BlockMap. The bottom parts shows the channels of the geometry quad. The
red arrow illustrates the two textures fetched if a wall is hit.
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Figure 2.9: A flight over Paris using BlockMaps.
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Chapter 3
Overview
3.1 Inspiration
This work is inspired by the vertical scanline algorithm developed by John
Carmack at id Software and used to create the Hovertank3D and Cata-
comb3D games in 1991. This algorithm was later used in 1992 to create
the much more popular Wolfenstein3D game. This technique works as fol-
lows:
1. A two dimensional map is built indicating which cells contain walls and
which contain empty space.
2. From the player position, a ray is casted for each screen column. As
the player couldn’t tilt the camera, the view was always horizontal and
the ray casted was just a 2D one.
3. The ray traverses the map until the first intersection is found. An
intersection is always found because the map has walls on its borders.
4. The distance between the player position and the intersection point is
computed.
5. This distance is used to calculate the height of the wall hw
6. Given that the camera pitch angle was assumed to be 0, the columns
can be filled as follows:
• From the 0 to the hc
2
− hw
2
pixel the column is filled with the ground
color.
• The hc
2
− hw
2
to the hc
2
+ hw
2
pixels are filled with the scaled wall
texture.
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• The rest of the column is filled with the ceiling color.
Where hc is the vertical resolution of the screen.
7. Scaled sprites were then blit over the background to represent enemies,
lamps, etc.
What this technique did was to eliminate the overdraw caused when a wall
was rendered in front of another one basically taking a only-pay-for-what-
you-see approach.
Figure 3.1: An image of the id Software’s Wolfenstein 3D game
3.2 Our work
As said before one of the big problems when doing a urban walkthrough is
the amount of occlusion that happens between buildings and the overdraw it
produces. One of the main points of the algorithm described in section 3.1
is precisely that it eliminates the overdraw. We used this algorithm as the
starting point to produce an algorithm that eliminates the overdraw using
modern techniques in the GPU.
Basically the idea of our algorithm is to produce a 2D grid that represents
a map of the geometry. The empty space in the geometry is left empty on
the grid and each non-empty cell contains a list of the vertical polygons that
fall inside it. For each polygon we only store a segment representing its
projection in the XZ plane. The data stored for each segment contains the X
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and Z coordinates of the beginning and ending points and the minimum and
maximum height of the polygon that produced it. With this information
we have all the data needed to reproduce the original geometry using an
algorithm like the one in section 3.1. The main steps of our algorithm are
the following:
1. Pre process the input geometry producing a 2D grid and store all the
information needed in textures.
• A texture storing the grid. See figure 3.2(a) for an example.
• A texture storing the lists of segments in each cell. See figure
3.2(b) for an example.
• A texture storing all the segment data
2. Generate a 2D ray for each column of the screen ignoring the Y coor-
dinate. Thus, a 800x600 image requires casting only 800 rays through
the grid. Figure 3.3(a) shows the rays generated.
3. Use the ray to traverse the grid finding intersections and generate the
geometry for the vertical segments until the column of pixels is filled.
This is a key difference with the original algorithm as we usually need
to follow the ray further than the first intersection to support multiple
heights. In the original algorithm, when an intersection was found the
whole column was filled with the floor-wall-ceiling pattern. In our case
we need to follow the ray until the column is filled. This can happen if
there are buildings that fill the entire column or if the ray gets to the
boundary of the grid. In this last case, a color or a texture to represent
the sky can be used. The algorithm used to traverse the grid was
proposed by Amanatides and Woo and is briefly explained in section
7.2. Figure 3.3(b) shows a ray traversal with its collision points and
the screen column that is generated from it. The green color represents
the ground, the yellow color a wall, blue a ceiling and cyan the sky.
Notice how the C collision point is occluded behind a building.
When an intersection is found, we can reconstruct a quad from the data it
contains, using the line segment as a base and extruding it on the Y axis by
the height stored on it.
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(a) Grid texture (b) List texture
Figure 3.2: Example of the data generated by the preprocess of a building
block from the Barcelona dataset.
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(a) Ray generation
(b) Artistic representation of a ray traversal and the lines it generates
for a given column. The yellow and red lines are both wall lines but
represent different buildings
Figure 3.3: Generated rays in a given frustum and a traversal of one of them
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Chapter 4
Ray casting on urban
structures
4.1 Preprocess
In this section the description of the data processing and the rendering algo-
rithm are given. The data processing is used to structure all the data needed
by our algorithm, the building meshes, in a way that can be used efficiently
on the GPU storing them on textures. The rendering algorithm then takes
this data and uses it to produce a virtual representation of it to realize a
walkthrough.
4.1.1 Data processing
The Barcelona data we were going to use at the beginning was in a very
crude format with the following information.
• The number of buildings in the file
• The number of faces for each building
• The primitive used, the texture mapped and the number of vertices
used to represent each face
• The vertex and texture coordinates of each vertex
Figure 4.1 contains an schema of how this data is structured.
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Figure 4.1: Urban data structure schema.
Although using the full Barcelona data was discarded, we kept the same
reader. The reader reads all the file but only processes the quads found
in it, this adds some limitations to the type of buildings our algorithm can
represent but it should be enough to demonstrate its capabilities.
To be able to render the buildings using our algorithm we need to extract
the following data from the quads describing the building:
• A line segment being the projection of the quad into the XZ plane.
The segment generated for each quad is the one that links its lower
vertices and is oriented with its normal being the same as the one of
the original quad.
• Its minimum and maximum height. This two heights are extracted from
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the vertices representing the quad being the minimum and maximum
Y coordinates of them.
• Its texture multipliers. These are defined as the S and T repetitions of
the texture in the quad and are calculated from the texture coordinates
of the vertices.
• Its texture identifier. To reduce memory consumption, we just load a
small subset of the textures (20 wall textures and 20 shop textures)
and assign a random one to each one. A wall texture is assigned if the
segment’s minimum height is above a given threshold, if the minimum
height is lower a shop texture is used. This is based on the observation
that the shops are usually found on the lower part of a building. This
imposes that each building wall should have both parts, one represent-
ing the lower one where the shops, entrances, etc. are located and the
other one where the windows, balconies, etc. are. Figure 4.2 shows a
correctly rendered building and another with just one segment on it.
When processing a building all the non-quad primitives are discarded and all
the quads representing walls are assumed to be vertical and rectangular, this
imposes some limitations on the type of buildings our algorithm supports.
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(a) Correctly generated building
(b) Wrongly generated building
Figure 4.2: A building rendering. In yellow the line segments resulting from
projecting the quads into the XZ plane, in blue the shop threshold
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The non-quad primitives are discarded on account of the way we recon-
struct the polygons from the segments. Some of the bad reconstructions that
can happen with non-quad primitives are the following:
• If we processed a triangle and tried to reconstruct it the resulting poly-
gon would be a rectangle with its width the same as the one of its lower
edge.
• A trapezoid would be reconstructed as a rectangle with its width the
same as the one of its lower edge.
• All the non-vertical primitives are reconstructed as vertical.
Figure 4.3 shows some of these primitives and how are reconstructed.
(a) Reconstruction of a quad
(b) Reconstruction of a triangle
(c) Reconstruction of a trapezoid
Figure 4.3: Different reconstructions. On the left the original primitive,
on the center the segment generated in the processing and on the right its
reconstruction.
4.1.2 Texture generation
All the data generated in the preprocess is stored in textures and sent to
the GPU where the shaders will use it. This data is stored in 3 textures: A
RGBA texture to store the grid, a RGB texture to store the segments’ lists
and a 4-channel float texture used to store the segment data. This textures
are generated as follows:
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• Grid texture: Each segment generated in the data processing step
is rasterized using the Bresenham algorithm (see section 7.1 for an
overview) and placed in a user-sized grid where each cell contains a list
of the segments it contains. This grid is then processed to generate the
grid texture where the number of segments in this cell and an offset
to the lists texture is stored. This grid is codified as follows using the
RGBA channels:
– Red channel: The number of segments in the current cell.
– GBA channels: The starting texel of where the list of segments
contained in this cell are stored in the lists texture is codified in
this channels. Being lastTexel the number of segment identifiers
stored in the lists texture when this cell is being processed, this is
codified as follows:
green =
lastTexel
216
mod 256
blue =
lastTexel
28
mod 256
alpha = lastTexel mod 256
As this is a 32-bit texture the maximum number of segments of each
cell can contain is 256 segments so there can be a total of 16777216
segments in the scene.
• List texture: This texture contains a list of segment identifiers. Here
idsegment is the segment identifier and it’s stored in the RGB channels
of the texture.
red =
idsegment
216
mod 256
green =
idsegment
28
mod 256
blue = idsegment mod 256
• Segment texture: This 4-channel float32 texture stores the following
data for each segment:
– A 2D point with the segment’s origin coordinates.
– A 2D point with the segment’s ending coordinates.
– Both the minimum and maximum height.
– The S and T texture multipliers.
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– The texture identifier.
This makes a total of 9 floats needed for each segment. In order to
reduce the memory used by each segment, the S texture repetition
multipliers the T texture repetition multipliert and the texture iden-
tifier idtextureare packed into a single 32-bit float value as follows:
highPart =
multipliers mod 256
224
middleHighPart =
multipliert mod 256
216
middleLowPart =
idtexture mod 256
28
lowerPart = 0.0
combinedF loat = highPart + middleHighPart +
middleLowPart + lowerPart;
This reduces our memory consumption to 7 floats for each segment,
leaving one entire float and the lower part of the combinedF loat re-
served in case we need to store more data in the future.
This gives us a 3-level structure to access all the data in a given cell. First
we have to lookup the value of the current cell in the grid texture to obtain
the length of the segments’ list listlenght and the offset listoffset of where this
list is found in the lists texture. Then we iteratively lookup the values in
the range [listoffset, listoffset + listlength) in the lists texture to obtain the
segment identifiers. Finally, using the segment identifier we can access all its
data from the segment texture. Figure 4.4 shows the process used to identify
the segments stored in a given cell.
Notice that the size of the grid can have a big impact on the performance
as a larger cell means that there could be a lot of segments in the same one
increasing the number of texture lookups we have to do when the ray falls in
a cell.
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Figure 4.4: Segments lookup process. First, a texel of the grid texture is
accessed and from its values its list length and an offset are computed. Using
both values, the list texture is then accessed and its values are used to obtain
the segment identifiers. Finally, the segment texture is accessed to obtain
the data of each one of them (this step is not shown on the figure)
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4.2 Rendering
In this section all the elements involved in the rendering are detailed. From
the description of the OpenGL initialization in section 4.2.1 to what each
shader does in sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.
4.2.1 Render initialization
As we said before, our algorithm works by generating a ray from the observer
through each column of the screen. These columns are then filled with lines
generated in the geometry shader when an intersection is found during the ray
traversal. To generate a ray from the observer through each screen column
we need to feed OpenGL with GL POINT primitives with its vertices set at
each column. As we said before, each ray is generated in 2D and as such
the Y coordinate of the vertex doesn’t matter because it’s not used in the
shader. In our implementation the Y coordinate of the vertex is set dividing
the screen in two vertical halves.
When a scene is loaded, the grid texture, the lists texture and the segment
texture are all loaded into the graphics card using a texture unit each one.
All the facades’ and shops’ textures are loaded in two texture arrays using a
pair of additional texture units.
The OpenGL camera is set up as a projection camera with a fixed field of
view of 60 degrees in the Y direction and with the aspect ratio of the window
used to do the rendering. Both the zNear and zFar values are fixed and could
be any valid value as the shader works in normalized device coordinates and
the primitives are always generated inside the frustum. The camera is then
placed at the observer position with it’s current view direction and up vector.
The camera is set this way just for convenience as we could perfectly construct
a ModelViewProjection matrix by hand and send it to the shader to perform
the projections. Doing it this way OpenGL builds the matrix and the shader
receives it by default.
Besides the primitives, all the data needed by the shader is also defined. This
data is the following:
• Grid Origin and grid size: The grid origin point ant the grid size
in world coordinates. Both values are used to compute the space that
the grid texture represents. They are sent as 3-float uniform called
gridOrigin and gridSize.
• Grid cell size: The number of cells in each direction. This is the
grid texture resolution. Sent to the shader as a 2-float uniform called
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gridCellSize.
• List texture size: This is the list texture resolution. It’s a 2-float
uniform with the name listTextureSize.
• Building texture size: This is the building texture size. A 2-float
uniform with the name buildingTextureSize.
• Observer position: Position where the observer is located in world
space. This is sent as a 3-float uniform called obs.
• Texture units: Additionally the shader needs to know in which tex-
ture units the textures are loaded. All the texture units are sent as 1-int
uniforms to the shader. These texture units go by the name mapTex-
ture, listsTexture, buildingTexture, facadesArray and shopsArray and
indicate where the grid texture, the lists texture, the segment texture,
the facades array and the shops array are loaded respectively.
With all this data sent, the shader has all the data needed to run our algo-
rithm.
4.2.2 Vertex shader
The vertex shader performs no computation and is a classical pass-through
shader that doesn’t even transform the vertex to maintain it in object coor-
dinates. Algorithm 1 contains its pseudocode.
Input: vertIn, input vertex in object coordinates
Output: vertOut, vertex in object coordinates
vertOut = vertIn ;
Algorithm 1: Vertex shader pseudocode
4.2.3 Geometry shader
This is the shader that does the hard work executing our algorithm from all
the data it receives. These values are its input:
• The vertex of the GL POINT primitive of one screen column in object
coordinates.
• The following uniforms as described in section 4.2.1: gridOrigin, grid-
Size, gridCellSize, obs, listTextureSize, buildingTextureSize, mapTex-
ture, listsTexture and buildingTexture.
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The shader produces the following data:
• A list of vertices in normalized device coordinates used to generate
lines. These lines are all aligned into the same screen column and are
identified as GL LINES primitives in the shader definition. There is
one line for each kind of surface we encounter while traversing the ray.
• Texture coordinates for each vertex.
• Normal vector for each vertex used to do the shading.
Algorithm 2 contains the geometry shader pseudocode. What it basically
does is to obtain the list of segments contained within the actual cell using
the 3-level structure described in section 4.1.2. For each one of these segments
its intersection point with the ray direction is computed. Each intersection
is used, from the nearest to the observer to the furthest one, to generate the
needed lines. If when the ray traversal is finished the screen column is not
full, additional lines are generated.
The line generation process that happens in the generateLines and finish-
Column functions found in the pseudocode is described in detail in section
4.2.5.
4.2.4 Fragment shader
The only thing the fragment shader does is a texture lookup to the ground
texture, to the facade texture arrays or to the shops texture array depending
on which texture is needed. To know which texture should be used, the
kind of line is being generated is sent from the geometry shader as the third
component of the texture coordinates.. After doing the texture lookup the
color value is shaded using the normal vector generated in the geometry
shader. Algorithm 3 contains the pseudocode of this process.
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foreach input vertex inVertex do
rayDirection = inV ertex - obs;
cellgrid = gridCoordinates(obs);
traversalInit();
while cellgrid is inside && column is not full do
celltexture = textureCoordinates(cellgrid);
listoff = getGridTextureData(celltexture);
collisionsVector.clear();
i=0;
foreach element elem in the list of segments do
idsegment = getListTextureData(listoff , i);
segData = getSegmentTextureData(idsegment);
if collides(segData, rayDirection, collisionPoint) then
distance = length(obs, collisionPoint);
collisionsVector.add((distance, segData));
end
i = i+1;
end
sort(collisionsVector);
foreach element elem in collisionsVector do
generateLines(elem.data);
end
cellgrid = updateTraversal();
end
if column is not full then
finishColumn();
end
end
Algorithm 2: Geometry shader pseudocode
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Input: fragNorm, the fragment normal vector
Input: textureCoords, the texture coordinates of the line generated
Output: color, the on screen color of the fragment
if lineType is Ground then
color = getTextureData(orthoPhoto, textureCoords);
end
else if lineType is Shop then
color = getTextureData(shopTextures, textureCoords);
end
else if lineType is Wall then
color = getTextureData(wallTextures, textureCoords);
end
else if lineType is Sky then
color = getTextureData(skyTexture, textureCoords);
end
computeShading(fragNorm);
Algorithm 3: Fragment shader pseudocode
4.2.5 Line generation
Once we know that a segment collides with the ray it is the turn of generating
the lines needed to fill the screen column and its texture coordinates. One
of the things we need to take into account when generating a line is which
kind of line we are generating. This can be one of the following:
• Ground line: This is a line that represents the ground of the city. It
should be textured with a texture resembling a road, for example, or
an orthophoto if we are rendering a real city.
• Shop line: This is a line that represents the lower part of a building
were the shops are located. These lines should be textured with a
texture from the shop texture array.
• Wall line: This is a line that represents the higher part of a building.
Should be textured with a texture from the facade texture array.
• Ceiling line: This is a line that represents the ceiling of a building.
Should be textured with something resembling a ceiling. If we used an
orthophoto to texture the ground lines the same one can be used to
texture these kind of lines.
• Sky line: This is a line that represents the sky.
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To distinguish which kind of line we should generate we need the following
information:
• The segment’s orientation.
• The last kind of line we generated
• The minimum yMin and maximum yMax projected points of this
segment. These points are computed as follows:
minPjPt = ModelV iewProjectionMatrix ∗
vec4(collisionPoint.x, heightmin, collisionPoint.z, 1.)
maxPjPt = ModelV iewProjectionMatrix ∗
vec4(collisionPoint.x, heightmax, collisionPoint.z, 1.)
minPjPt =
minPjPt
minPjPt.w
maxPjPt =
maxPjPt
maxPjPt.w
yMin = minPjPt.y
yMax = maxPjPt.y
Where ModelV iewProjectionMatrix is the OpenGL ModelViewPro-
jection matrix defined by the current camera, collisionPoint is the
collision point in world coordinates, and heightmin and heightmax are
the minimum and maximum heights of the current segment.
• The last point of the column that was filled, lastPoint.
With this data, the process of choosing which kind of line we should generate
is as follows:
• If we find a front facing segment and lastPoint < heightmin. If we were
in the ground, the line generated should be a ground line, otherwise it
should be a wall line. See figure 4.5(a).
• If we find a front facing segment and lastPoint < heightmax the line
generated should be a wall line. See figure 4.6(a).
• If we find a back facing segment and lastPoint < heightmax the line
generated should be a ceiling line. See figure 4.5(b).
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(a) Front facing segment with heightmin above lastPoint
(b) Back facing segment with heightmax above lastPoint
Figure 4.5: Traversal of a ray and the lines generated at each step. In (a)
the traversal is started and a front facing segment is found. After projecting
its minimum height into the screen column and checking that heightmin is
above lastPoint, a ground line (green section on the image) is generated
from lastPoint to heightmin. A wall line (yellow section on the image) is
generated from heightmin to heightmax. In (b) the traversal continues and
a back facing segment is found. Its maximum height is projected into the
screen column and a ceiling line (blue section) is generated from lastPoint
to heightmax.
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(a) Front facing segment with heightmax above lastPoint
(b) Back facing segment with heightmax below lastPoint
.
Figure 4.6: Traversal of a ray and the lines generated at each step (continued).
In (a) a front facing segment is found but its projected minimum height
heightmin is below lastPoint, its projected maximum height heightmax is
then checked against lastPoint and a wall line (upper yellow section) is
generated. In (b) a back facing segment is found but its projected maximum
height heightmax is not above lastPoint so it doesn’t generate any new line.
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(a) Ray goes outside the grid
Figure 4.7: Traversal of a ray and the lines generated at each step (continued).
The traversal finishes when the ray goes outside the grid. As the column is
not filled, a sky line (cyan section) is generated from lastPoint to the end of
the column.
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To end filling the column additional lines may be needed when the ray has
gone outside the grid. See figure 4.7(a) for such a case. One or two lines
are needed depending if the column is filled above or below the horizon line.
The horizon line projection horizonproj is computed in the geometry shader
as the projection of a 0-height point at the far plane.
Being lastPoint the last filled point of the column:
• Two lines are needed if lastPoint is below horizonproj. A ground line
from lastPoint to horizonproj and a sky line from horizonproj to the
end of the column.
• If lastPoint is above horizonproj, only one line is needed, a sky line
from lastPoint to the end of the column.
Figure 4.8 illustrates both cases.
Figure 4.8: Illustration showing the lines generated. On the left, only the sky
line is generated to finish filling the column. On the right, both the ground
and sky lines are generated.
The texture coordinates texCoords for the wall lines are computed as follows:
sTexCoord = length(collisionPoint− segorigin)/length(segending − segorigin)
tTexCoord = (lastPoint− yMin)/(yMax− yMin)
texCoords = vec2(sTexCoord ∗ textureMultipliers, tT exCoord ∗ textureMultipliert)
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Where segorigin is the segment’s origin point, segending is the segment’s end-
ing point and textureMultipliers and textureMultipliert are the segment’s
texture multipliers as described in section 4.1.1.
To compute the texture coordinates for the ground and sky lines a different
approach is used. Being linemin and linemax the minimum and maximum
vertices of a ground line in world coordinates, a ray is generated from the
observer through each of this points. A ray-plane intersection is then com-
puted between each ray and the ground plane, an arbitrary horizontal plane
that contains the minimum point of the scene’s bounding box. The resulting
intersection points are then transformed to texture space, mapping all the
scene’s bounding box to the ground texture. Figure 4.9 shows a scheme of
this process. The texture coordinates used by the sky lines are computed in
a similar way.
Figure 4.9: Diagram showing the rays generated to texture the ground. When
a ground line is generated by our algorithm (in green in the figure), a pair
of rays are generated (in red) to compute ray-plane intersections with the
ground plane (in grey). These intersections are then used to map the texture
into the line.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
The main goal of this thesis, to propose and evaluate a new approach for
real-time city visualization, has been attained. A new algorithm has been
developed and successfully tested in some ad-hoc scenes. These scenes were
produced in order to check for difficult cases and to debug the algorithm.
These scenes ranged from a simple non-textured cube to a scene containing
hundreds of them in a grid-like distribution, textured as if they were build-
ings of random height. Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show two different views of
one of these scenes. These scenes conform a controlled environment in which
our work was tested and gave us important clues about where the problems
in our algorithm were. The need to order the segments from near to far in
respect to the observer, for example, was found using these scenes.
Although we have access to the full Barcelona dataset and showing a real
time rendering of it would have been a great demonstration that our algo-
rithm worked, attaining this objective has proved difficult. First of all there
is the different kinds of buildings that can be found, from all the similar
blocks and organization of the Eixample district, to the chaos-like organiza-
tion found on the older parts of the city such as the Gothic. Additionally,
there are a lot of geometric defects in the buildings in the provided dataset,
from cracks between the buildings to badly oriented faces. Ultimately, a fil-
tering preprocess would be needed to solve these issues but this something
that’s clearly out-of-scope of this work as we could implement and test our
algorithm using much simpler scenes.
After being sure that there were no problems with the test scenes, it was
time to take our algorithm one step further using one isolated block of the
Barcelona dataset. After looking through some of them (there are more than
10000), a block of the Eixample district, without any defect, was used as a
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test. This block alone generates a total of over 800 segments and constituted
a good challenge coming from the controlled environment we had using our
test scenes. Using this block, we tuned our algorithm until this block was
correctly rendered as shown in figure 5.3.
Some conclusions can be drawn from the work done until now.
• First of all, the main idea of this work, implemented in our algorithm,
works as expected. It correctly renders the kind of buildings found
in the scenes we used to test it, including our ad-hoc scenes and the
Eixample block.
• The second one is that the work needed to render the full Barcelona
dataset is out-of-scope of this project. As such, the problem of visual-
izing all of it constitutes future work.
• The last conclusion is that some optimizations are needed to make our
algorithm work as expected. As we said in section 4.2, during the
traversal of each grid cell a texture lookup is performed in order to get
the offset of the list of segments it contains, then a texture lookup is
performed for each element of the list to obtain its identifier, and finally,
another texture lookup is done to obtain the segment data. After all
these lookups are done, an intersection is computed with each segment,
the results are sorted and the lines needed are generated. Taking the full
Barcelona dataset as an example, the preprocess produces a 3072x2700
grid, giving us a cell dimension of approximately 3x3 meters and a
maximum number of 55 segments in a cell. This means that in the
worst case scenario, when the viewer is looking down a large street, like
the Barcelona Diagonal avenue, where all the grid is traversed without
finding any intersection, a lot of texture lookups are needed. The other
cases would greatly benefit from the optimizations proposed in the
following chapter 6 as the traversal would finish a lot earlier on most
screen columns improving the overall performance of our algorithm.
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(a) Grid texture (b) Lists texture
.
Figure 5.1: Data generated from one of the test scenes
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(a) Visualization from a street-level point of view
.
(b) Visualization from an elevated point of view
.
Figure 5.2: Visualizations of one of the test scenes
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(a) Grid texture (b) List texture
(c) Visualization
Figure 5.3: Data generated and visualization of a Barcelona block
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Chapter 6
Future work
This section focuses on some ideas that could be good additions to our al-
gorithm and open new possibilities that should be further studied. Minor
improvements as shader optimizations, like using vec4 instead of vec3 or
vec2 to take advantage of the SIMD capabilities of the GPU, or storing the
facades and shops textures in the same texture array avoiding the selection
of one or the other in the fragment shader, are not detailed in this section.
One of the main problems of our algorithm is the number of cells it vis-
its. For each visited cell we should, at least, do a texture lookup to check if
there are segments in this cell. The number of texture lookups is increased
by segnum + 2 ∗ segnum if there are segments in the cell, where segnum is the
number of segments in the cell. This happens because we need one additional
texture lookup to the lists texture for each segment in the cell to get its iden-
tifier. After the identifier is found we need two additional texture lookups
to get the segment data. A good effort should be focused on reducing this
penalization by means of reducing the number of cells visited by the ray or
having a more compact representation, and reducing the number of texture
lookups per cell visited. A good starting point to reduce the number of vis-
ited cells could be the Cone Step Mapping algorithm[Dum06]. In it, a cone
of empty space is defined for each texel, indicating how large a step we can
take in any direction. With this method some cells could be avoided while
traversing the ray.
If we compute, for each non-empty cell that we visit, the minimum height (in
world space) needed by a building to be projected above the last point gen-
erated, minthreshold, some optimizations can be made. All the segments with
a maximum height below minthreshold can be discarded immediately with-
out computing the intersection as they, even if intersect, would not generate
any additional lines. If we compute, as a preprocess, the maximum height
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of the buildings included in a given cell, cellHeightmax, we could ignore all
the segments of this cell if cellHeightmax is below minthreshold saving all the
texture lookups used while looking for each segment. This same threshold
value could also be used to stop the ray traversal as soon as it is above the
maximum height of the buildings of the city.
Another weak point of our algorithm is the kind of polygons it can rep-
resent. Although buildings can generally be represented by quads, we found,
while examining the Barcelona data, that a number of different primitives
are used. These primitives are currently discarded losing detail in the city
representation. Further research is needed either as an extension to the type
of primitives our algorithm can handle or in ways to convert them to other,
simpler primitives.
As we said in section 4.1.1 a shop texture is used if the segment’s mini-
mum height is lower than a given threshold. This implies that above this
threshold there aren’t any shops. This limits the kinds of buildings that can
be represented using our technique. This could be solved storing a flag that
indicates if a segment represents a shop. This flag could be stored in the free
space of the segments texture.
An addition that would result in a more realistic rendering of the city would
be to use the same ray used in the grid traversal to perform some kind of
relief mapping in the building textures.
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Chapter 7
Appendix A: Rasterization
algorithms
7.1 Bresenham algorithm
The Bresenham line algorithm was developed in 1965 [Bre65] and determines
which points in an n-dimensional grid should be plotted in order to approx-
imate a straight line between two points. This algorithm only uses integer
addition, substraction and bit shifting, operations that are very fast on stan-
dard computer architectures, making it a very popular algorithm to solve
this problem.
In this section a small overview of the algorithm is given by reducing the
type of lines that can be plotted. For a full explanation of the algorithm the
original paper should be read as it is beyond the scope of this work. Consider
drawing a line on a grid working in the first positive octant of the plane, that
is we restrict the allowable slopes of the line m to the range 0 ≤ m ≤ 1. If we
also force the x coordinate to be incremented, having plotted a point at (x, y)
the next point on the line can only be one of the following two possibilities:
(x + 1, y)
(x + 1, y + 1)
To choose one or another, the algorithm computes the error e associated to
the current plotted point (x, y) as the difference between the plotted point
and the actual mathematical point on the line. This error e will range from
−0.5 to 0.5.
If moving from x to x+1 we increase the value of the mathematical y-ordinate
by an amount equal to m the decision of which is the next point we have to
plot is decided by the following condition:
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• (x + 1, y) if y + e + m < y + 0.5
• (x + 1, y + 1) otherwise
All these concepts are illustrated in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Bresenham line algorithm illustration. Yellow points represent
the plotted points. The line is drawn in red.
Doing this we are minimizing the total error between the mathematical line
segment and what gets drawn on the display. The error resulting from this
new point is stored as the new e, allowing us to repeat the process for the
next point at x+2. The new error value is computed, depending which point
was plotted, as follows:
• e = (y + e + m)− y if (x + 1, y) was the plotted point
• e = (y + e + m)− (y + 1) otherwise
Making some operations we can remove the floating point from the condition
leaving an integer-only test for deciding which point to plot.
Notice that we have only talked about lines in the first positive octant of the
plane. A full implementation of the Bresenham algorithm must be able to
handle all combinations of slope. The details of the full implementation can
be found in the original article.
7.2 Amanatides and Woo algorithm
Amanatides and Woo proposed in 1987 [AW87] an algorithm to speed up ray
casting in a voxel grid. Some key differences between this algorithm and the
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Bresenham line algorithm (see section 7.1) are that this one doesn’t have a
preferred axis and that it doesn’t plot diagonals, that is, if (x, y) is the last
plotted point, the next one can be one of the following two possibilities:
(x + 1, y)
(x, y + 1)
Given that the equation of a ray is ~u + t~v for t ≥ 0, this algorithm breaks
down the ray on intervals of t spanning one voxel.
The algorithm begins by identifying the voxel in which the ray starts. Then
the following initializations are done:
• The integer variables X and Y are initialized to the starting voxel
coordinates.
• The stepX and stepY variables are initialized to either 1 or −1 deter-
mined by the sign of of the x and y components of ~v. This variables
indicates if X and Y should be incremented or decremented when the
ray crosses voxel boundaries.
• tMaxX and tMaxY store the value of t at which the ray crosses the first
vertical and horizontal voxel boundary respectively. The minimum of
these two values will indicate how much we can travel along the ray and
still remain in the current voxel. Figure 7.2 illustrates both concepts.
• The variables tDeltaX and tDeltaY indicate how far along the ray we
must move in units of t for the horizontal or vertical component of such
a move to be equal to the width or height of a voxel respectively.
The traversal part of the algorithm follows this simple rule:
• If tMaxX < tMaxY then tMaxX+ = tDeltaX;X+ = stepX;
• else tMaxY + = tDeltaY ;Y + = stepY ;
The three dimensions extension of this algorithm can be found in the original
article.
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of the tMaxX and tMaxY concepts.
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